
Rt. 7, Frederick, 1,114. 21701 

1/25/08 

Deer Jr. Joy, 

Berreed reeponee to your latter of 10'21. 

. 1) Dr. perry, after thinkine it over end possibly efter discussion with 
other doctors, told 'nvmes 11/23 that it wee entrance wound. See Whitewesh,le8. 
Presielent grebeed there. first. 

2) N. 
3) Before 2190, probably from knoll. 
4) No. I believe that if anything, this eound, hhd it been measured 

more then 8 hrs. earlier, when it was inflicteee  might. have been a little 
larger then that. 

5) No. There is indication in Z of earlier reaction. I heve reason to 
believe the first shot .that hit him could have as early as Z 150-3 I have more 
data on this I w141 publish in POST MEM, when I can afford it. 

. 5) Don't knee. 
7) Substantially correct, lees clear then they could easily have been, 

and not complete. I think there also ie no 1284 printed, sue I know that menthe 
after I called attention to the numbering of tlia slides it wee uncorrected. 

7by not under the feecce: Aloof, there are parts of the knell where, from 
the far ine, the fence is but elnee high. I la:lye a picture of a perfect, built-in 
concrete pill box (sewer) deep ue a man is tell and 30-36 inches wide. 5y Metzer 
lateke it you mean Betzner (see PhotoVW. 

You can get a healthy argument (+Welt knoll pictures not showing any rifle-
men. Even Willie 5, when properly eegnified, can be said to. I agree with you on 
TSBD, as I've published. 

It eeeme to me that when w have pictures 'net are irrefutable, there is 
no point iu quotingwhat people think they sew end think they remember. The 
President did do to the left, after 2313, but only efter first going hard beck 
This, too, many not hsve been detectable by those 'behind him. 

Sincerely, 

Herold Weisberg 



5,909 East nat.ewond St., 
Tucson, Ariz. 	 85711 
Janeery 21,1968. 

leer Pdr. 'oteieberg- : 	I eonder if you would mind answering a few questions  for me, 
1)Er. Perry at Parklend Hospital was quoted on Nov.22,1963, believen es saying that he took the throat wound to be one of entry because of its small size. I believe he said about 3 or 5 millimeters or,maybe,5x5 Imre  at the time, Eave you any other information to indicate it to be a wound of entry? 
2). I believe the shirt and coat sloe:, only one beck wound and that to the right of the spine. Do you Imow of any other wound in the back? 

ro you think the throat wound was made by a shot from the front at about Z190? To you think this shot was fired from the knoll? 
4). The woundin the back portion of tho body is described as 4 x 7 millimeters. ro you believe this to be an error? 
5). I have recently found some indication that Kennedy displayed some reaction just prior to frame Z 210. This would have meant about a one second delay. ton't you think this excessive? 

With people in normal health delayed reactions hardly occur except when attention is tensely directed elsewhere as in combat, a football game,eto. The doctor who brought the matter up did not explain. 
6). The skin and flesh on anybody's throat is comparatively loose anr: flabby..and sensitive. tot you think this would make-a difference both in the reaction titre and in the appearance of -the wound? 
7). I believe you have actin copies of the Zepruder frames in the archives as well as in the Report. Would you say that the reproductions in Volume XVIII of the Hearings and rocumente are falsified or that they are substantially correct? 

A marksman on the knoll would have had to fire from a standing position to clear the fence and his head and shoulders as well as rifle would have been exposed. There ere known to have been 13 or 15 or more people on and near the overpass. The trunk of a car would have been a place to hide after firing but it would also have been a hell of a fine trap if anybody happened to see the shooter which would have been quite likely. The shooter on the knoll should have been visible in Willis 5 ,a film by chap named Meteor and one or two others. 
Funny thing. Pictures of the sixth floor window and of the knoll at alnost the instant of the shooting di, not ehow a rifleman. 
I typed three sheets single space on Mr. Thompeon's opus. If the glartJ151g errors are taken out,there is hardly anything left. I don't know about the photographic analysis and little or no explanation wee given. In any case,it makes no difference from my point of view. From the garage Kennedy could have been shot just about as he passed where Fhil Willis was standing though the gunmen appears not to have wanted to risk firing into a group of people as he would have at that point. / have an idea that the first shot to hit was aimed at the head and would have been fatal except thgt someone across Elm !3t. got in the way at the last instant and the shooter dropped the muzzle of his rifle.I can think of no other reaeen for the miss and there were people wanderint; around near the curb south of Elm. 
O'ronnel and Pewerssaid they saw Kennedy knocked to the left when he was hit and et did one or two others, SA Bennet ealid he saw "the Bass" hit below the shoulders but the estimates of distances by these boys was almost e uniformly bed. 

Sincerely, 

A Whitney Jy 


